
1. Chain level operations

There’s an equivariant story and a non-equivariant story, and this morning I’m
only going to talk about the non-equivariant story. You remember, Chas-Sullivan
operations were defined on the chain level, but only partially, but they induced
a full structure on homology. Now I’ll be defining full-level operations, but we’ll
pay the price for this in the sense that our chain model and construction will be
technical.

Let M be an oriented closed d-dimensional complete Riemannian manifold. Let
r be the injectivity radius (meaning balls of radius less than r are contractible).
We’ll define a chain model P∗ for H∗(LM) and a chain map C∗(SD(g, k, ℓ)) and
we’ll assign to this an operation in Hom(P⊗k

∗ , P⊗ℓ
∗ ), and this will be called the

string topology construction ST . We could use Hom tensor duality, and then this
is a map C∗(SD(g, k, ℓ)) ⊗ P⊗k → P⊗ℓ.

In fact, the collection C∗(SD(g, k, ℓ)) form a properad. Let me describe the
ideas, this is going to be a departure. Fix ǫ < r

(1) let me draw two loops in the manifold, with two points within an ǫ-ball
of one another. What does it mean? They’re really close, not necessarily
intersecting, but close. Here’s where I’ll use the Riemannian metric. These
two points can be connected by a unique geodesic arc that looks like a
chord.

Before we’d have to collapse the tree or chord and get true intersection.
Here I’ll get a little arc. I won’t detect real intersection. I’m detecting
something relaxed, they’re close. This is a unique geodesic arc. Call that
idea “diffuse intersection.”

(2) Let µ be a d-dimensional cochain in Cd(M × M,M × M − Nǫ), where Nǫ

is an ǫ neighborhood of the diagonal. Let this represent the Thom class
of the diagonal. The class exists because we’re using a manifold. I forgot
the name of the McCrory paper. It’s “On the classification of homology
manifolds.” I was going back and forth. Think of µ as a cochain on M ×M
supported on the neighborhood Nǫ.

These ideas will go into the discussion. I’ll try to do the construction to singular
chains. The construction will produce something else, something weird. I’ll use
this to define my chain model, I’ll say, okay, if I put in the weird thing, I get out
the weird thing.

We’ll start our first try with singular chains. Fix a cell c in SD(g, k, ℓ) and a
generator of singular chains σ : ∆ → LMk. When I’ve got this cartesian product,
I’ll take ∆ × ⊔kS1 → M . So σ(p) = γ1, . . . , γk, then (p, t) goes to γi(t). This will
be a simplex cross three circles. It’s a family of three circles over my simplex, with
distinguished points.

I have the evaluation map that goes from (c, σ), what does it take me to? I
have my cell and my family of three loops over a simplex mapping to M . For each
chord, I will map to M ×M . If I were doing transverse intersection, I’d look at the
preimage of the diagonal to see where chord endpoints coincide. Now I have my
neighborhoods Nǫ. Let me look at the chord endpoints. I can use the map of three
circles over the simplex to tell me what to do to these endpoints. I map these into
multiple copies of M ×M . The number of chords is the Euler characteristic of the
graph.
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If you land on the diagonal, you have true intersection. Near the diagonal, you
get this diffuse intersection. I’m interested in the preimage of the product of these

neighborhoods. I have |χ| copies of M × M ., and ev−1(N
|χ|
ǫ ) consists of diagram

and map pairs so that the diffuse intersection is possible. Then I could map the
diagram to M .

In the picture what you get, you have a cell and a diagram. Look at a preimage
of a neighborhood of the diagonal, it’s this spread out thing, it’s diagrams and maps
so that I can map the diagram into the maniford, in a whole family, I have a family
of diagrams and a family of maps from circles. Think about this as one big space,
and I’ve got the preimage of the diagonal, and I’ve got diagrams living over it that
I can map into the space.

Now I have over the neighborhood a family of diagrams, I can restrict to the
outputs. The hard step is going from the input circles to the diagram, the easy
step is to restrict to outputs. What have I got? I’ve got the same thing again. I’ve
got a neighborhood in the product with varying maps, I restrict to the outputs,

and I get a map τ to M . This preimage ev−1(N
|χ|
ǫ ) gives a family of circles plus

the map to M . This is trying to play the role of the base space of the output.
This is the output of the would-be construction starting with a singular chain.

This is not exactly a singular chain, and remember, I want to do something, it’s
not the right dimension, you have some fuzz of base space. This doesn’t look like
what we started with.

This construction works for something, just not for singular chains.
I have maps from M2|χ| to my diagonal space (M ×M)χ, and I can pull back my

Thom class representatives from each, getting a big class U = ∪π∗
i (µ), and I can pull

back U under ev and get ev∗(U) ∈ Cd(c×∆). The support of ev∗(U)×⊔ℓS
1 → M

via τ .
This is what the output looks lik, let me take stuff like this and make it the

input. I’ll build my chain model based on what this did to a singular chain.
Let’s go back and make the input look like this output. I’ll replace, for a singular

chain I had ∆ an n-simplex and a map to M .
∆ an n-simplex � an oriented n-dimensional polyhedron. This might be a Cartesian product of simplices,

α a singular cochain in Cm
sing(�)

σ : ∆ × ⊔kS1 → M σ : supp(α) × ⊔kS1 → M
Let me say, the regular support isn’t so nice, imagine I’ve done something to make
my support nice, a sub-polyhedron of �.

This construction is bigger. Let these guys generate a chain complex P (k)∗.
This is in degree n − m by its degree.

Define the boundary ∂(�, α, σ). I have something I can take the boundary of
and something I can take the coboundary of. This is ±(∂�, α|∂�, σ|∂�)±(�, δα, σ).
One thing that I should say about my “nice support” is that it is constructed so
supp(δ(α)) ⊂ supp(α). Extend this linearly.

Proposition 1. The homology of (P (k)∗, ∂) is the homology of LMk. In fact,

I have Eilenberg-Zilber and Alexander-Whitney style maps between P (K)∗ and

P (1)⊗k
∗ .

Now I want to say how to take a cell c, and one of these funny things, and get a
funny thing. So I want to construct a map STµ : C∗(SD(g, k, ℓ))⊗P (k)∗ → P (ℓ)∗.
This is defined by taking c and �, α, σ to c×�, p∗(α)∪ev∗(U), and τ . The support
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of p∗)α)∪ ev∗(U) plays the role of ev−1(N
|χ|
ǫ ). Then we extend linearly. With pre-

and post-composition with my Eilenberg-Zilber Alexander-Whitney maps, I get the
thing I said I was looking for:

C∗(SD(g, k, ℓ)) → Hom(P⊗k
∗ , P⊗ℓ

∗ )

Notice that the construction STµ doesn’t care about tree-like versus non-treelike
configurations of chords. You get a copy of M × M for every chord, I don’t care if
it lands in the diagonal, you have your support making things the right dimension.

Theorem 1. STµ is a chain map, which commutes with the cellular boundary of

SD and the Hom D in Hom(P∗⊗k, P⊗ℓ
∗ ). For two choices of Thom class µ and µ′,

the chain maps STµ and STµ′ are chain homotopic.

If you have questions, maybe we can talk privately not to make people wait
longer.

2. Examples of Properads

Let’s start with some easy examples.
The sort of canonical example, the reason we use this language, is the endo-

morphism properad of a chain complex. Let C be a chain complex; then define
End(C)(m,n) to be Hom(C⊗m, C⊗n). This has an obvious Sm−Sn action by per-
muting the inputs and outputs, and the compositions maps are actual composition
of endomorphisms of tensor powers of C, and the identity is the identity C → C.
Each of these is the Hom complex of two chain complexes, so each one of the spaces
is itself a chain complex.

Probably the easiest combinatorial example is the Eulerian Frobenius properad.
Let EF (m,n) = k. Define all of the symmetric group actions to be trivial, and let
the composition map be induced by the canonical isomorphism of tensor powers of
k with k. This trivially satisfies all of the conditions to be a properad. A more
common properad in the same vein is the commutative properad, where C(m,n) =
k if n = 1 and C(m,n) = 0 otherwise. This is a subproperad of EF (m,n).

Let’s do a more general construction. Let G be an S-bimodule. Let’s construct
the free properad on G. This will be spanned by labelled directed graphs. We
should number the vertices, number the incoming and outgoing half-edges at each
vertex, and number the overall incoming and outgoing half-edges of the graph. Each
vertex has a number mv of inputs and a number nv of outputs, and we want to take
the sum over all of these graphs of the product over their vertices of G(mv, nv), up
to some equivalence relations.

F (G)(m,n) =





⊕

(m,n)−graphs

k[Sn] ⊗
⊗

vertices

G(mv, nv) ⊗ k[Sm]



 / ∼

The equivalence relation should say a few things; it should say that acting by
Sn or Sm on the labeling of the graph is the same as acting on k[Sn] or k[Sm]. It
should say that acting internally on the graph by relabelling edges at a vertex is
the same as acting by the appropriate symmetric group on that vertex. It should
say that changing the ordering of the vertices shouldn’t change anything except
maybe a sign, using the Koszul sign convention. All of these are technical details,
and really shouldn’t be worried about too much. You should concentrate on the
picture. The free properad is made up of these decorated graphs, and then you
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permute by permuting the inputs and outputs, and you compose by concatenating
graphs vertically. The identity is the trivial tree with no vertices.

So let’s describe a properad this way, the Frobenius (not Eulerian). Take the
S-bimodule G which has G(2, 1) generated by µ and G(1, 2) generated by ∆, both
in degree 0 and with the trivial S2 action. So this properad has a commutative
product of some kind and a cocommutative coproduct. Then I want to impose
some relations, so I’ll say that I want them to be commutative and cocommutative
and satisfy Frobenius compatibility. I can write all of this out with graphs:

=

=

=

Call this properad Frob. So you can do a little combinatorial argument and show
that linearly, for n,m > 0, you have Frob(m,n) is spanned by generators γm,n,g

with trivial Sm and Sn actions. The composition ◦k takes γm,n,g and γm′,n′,g′ to
γm+m′−k,n+n′−k,g+g′+k−1.

I want to do another example, but maybe I’ll save it until after we’ve talked
about representations a little.

3. Representations of Properads

So what is a representation? If you have a properad P and a chain complex C,
then a representation of P on C is a map of properads P → End(C). So this means
that for each operation in P , you get an endomorphism between the appropriate
tensor powers of C, and these obey the same composition and symmetric group
actions and identity constraints that occur in P , and this all also has to respect
the differential. So, for example, what is a representation ρ of the Frobenius prop-
erad on C? We have a generators and relations picture of this properad, and it’s
generated by this product and coproduct which are commutative, so the data of
a representation are a product ρ(µ) that goes from C ⊗ C → C and a coproduct
ρ(∆) : C → C ⊗ C.

What about the relations? Since these have a trivial S2 action, ρ(µ) should be
commutative, ρ(µ)σ = ρ(µ), and ρ(∆) should be cocommutative. Furthermore,
since this respects the differential, we have the following:

µ �

ρ
//

_

∂

��

ρ(µ)
_

∂

��

0
� // 0 = D(µ)
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So µ (and ∆) should be closed under the D of the Hom complex in order that this
diagram commute. So D(µ) = 0, what does this mean, this means ∂ ◦ µ − µ ◦
(∂ ⊗ id) − µ ◦ (id ⊗ ∂) = 0, so it means, if we apply it to elements of C, it means
∂(ab) − ∂(a)b − (−1)|a|a∂(b) = 0, so it says that ∂ is a derivation of µ. Then the
associativity relation forces µ to be associative as a product.

Okay, so we can imagine the same calculation for ∆ and so the data is given by a
commutative dga and cocommutative dg coalgebra structure on C, and then they
also satisfy the Frobenius relation, so a representation of the Frobenius properad
on C is literally the data of a dg Frobenius algebra. This was what I promised in
my first talk in the beginning of the week.

So I think at this point it’s pretty easy for you to imagine a generators and
relations picture for every one of the structures we’ve talked about. You could
define a properad for Lie algebras or Gerstenhaber algebras or BV algebras, you
could even sort of expand these a little bit to include the ◦ product that we saw
on the Hochschild cochains or the ∗ product in string topology as a part of the
structure.

So for instance, you could define the Gerstenhaber properad as being generated
by operations in G(2, 1), the linear span of a commutative product µ in degree 0
and a skew-commutative product β (the bracket) in degree 1, both closed under
∂. These would satisfy certain relations, I’m not going to write them down. Then
you could define some sort of pre-Gerstenhaber properad G̃ as being generated by
operations µ in degree zero which would have a free S2 action, not a trivial one, and
α in degree 1, which would also have a free S2 action, so the generating space would
be four dimensional, not just two dimensional, but you would need the differential
of this not to be zero but to be the commutator of µ. I’m asking you to do this in
the exercises, and there’s kind of a little issue with the signs, and so if you’re going
to do that exercise, pay careful attention to the signs, and you may need to change
your definitions a little bit to make things line up with this framework.

So the last example I want to look at is the involutive biLie example, which is
in a very particular sense dual to the Frobenius properad. This has very similar
generators, a bracket in G(2, 1) and a cobracket in G(1, 2), both skew-symmetric,
this time, and the relations that it satisfies are the Jacobi, coJacobi, Drinfel’d, and
involutivity relations that I put on the board before:

+

1 2 3

+

2 3 1

= 0

3 1 2

+

1 2 3

+

2 3 1

= 0

3 1 2
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1 2

1 2

−

1 2

1 2

+

1 2

12

−

1 2

1 2

+

1 2

12

= 0

= 0

And in the same way, a representation of this properad is a dg involutive Lie
bialgebra.

So, I am not going to be able to show you much of what you can do with this,
but let me give you an open problem that there’s lots of good evidence for, related
to the duality between Frobenius and the involutive biLie properads.

Conjecture 1. The properad structure on string topology that Kate is describing,

generated just by the fundamental chains of the moduli spaces, form a free resolution

of the involutive biLie properad.

This would mean that the structure that you get at the level of the chains is
the up-to-homotopy version of an involutive Lie bialgebra, and this fits in a class
of results very much like this. If this is true, that’s awesome, it shows that this
example fits in with a bunch of already understood math. If it’s false, that’s just
as interesting, it means that there are some string topology operations at the chain
level that we don’t actually know about yet on the level of homology, which would
be very interesting to a lot of people.

That’s all I wanted to say.

4. String topology properad, representation, and master equation

Let’s get started. This morning, I said I was going to start with the non-
equivariant story. Now I’d like to continue with the equivariant story, which I
didn’t give you explicitly. The master equation will come out here.

So there exists an analogous chain model P∗ for the S1-equivariant homology of
LM relative to the constant loops.

There’s an analogous construction that gives C∗(SD(g, k, ℓ)), and I want to take
chains invariant with respect to rotation of marked points Cinv

∗ (SD(g, k, ℓ)), and
we have a construction from one of these chains into Hom(P⊗k

∗ , P⊗ℓ
∗ ) We have that

this is a chain map. If I took End(P∗), we can put a properad structure on the
other side, varying g, k, ℓ, call that Cinv

∗ (SD). Is this a map of properads? The
answer is “almost,” which sounds bad, but LD to the rescue, and that will let us
make a new properad so that the answer is yes.

Some facts. The equivalence relation ∼ on SD induces one on Cinv
∗ (SD). Next,

if c and c′ are equivalent in Cinv
∗ (SD), the nices thing would be for them to give
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the same operation. This isn’t true here, but the difference ST (c) − ST (c′) is a
boundary in End(P ). So D(B) = ST (c) − ST (c′).

We’ll proceed for the special case, where D(B) = 0, so these relations hold on
the nose. Then the string topology construction depends on the quotient. For every
g, k, and ℓ, we have a map ST from my invariant chains to Hom(P⊗k, P⊗ℓ).

Let’s figure out the properad structure on Cinv
∗ (SD). This is equivariant gluing.

I’m only thinking in the easy setting. The data was the easy part and the conditions
were hard. I’m just thinking about the pictures that he drew. The stuff you don’t
usually put into a talk, I’m ignoring. I want to take two equivalence classes. I want
to draw the metric surface I’m getting from that construction.

I can rescale whichever one I need, I have a construction that produces a metric
space. I’ll rescale the lower one, take the different metric space, and glue the
resulting metric space in. Maybe it will be obvious what to do next, I glue the
two surfaces. There’s an equivariant something that happens here. I don’t have a
marked point on the output. I want to turn one or the other into a family, marking
in all possible ways. Then I do this gluing to produce an S1-family.

It’s not clear that this is associative, but we have that equivariant gluing induces
a properad structure on Cinv

∗ (SD/sim). This is the picture to have in your mind.
Now we have a properad structure, an endomorphism properad End(P∗). If this

were a map of properads, I would say this is a representation of this properad? Is
string topology a properad map? Does it respect partial composition? The answer,
as I said, is almost, and LD/sim is going to save us. For example, SD(0, 2, 1)/ ∼
is a torus sitting over a point. Let me name the operation I get from the string
topology of the top cell of this. This is an operation from P∗ ⊗ P∗ to P∗. I’ll call
this, suggestively, the bracket [ , ]. The answer that it’s not a properad map is
for the following reason. I really want to consider the string bracket. I have a two
to one operation. The string bracket composed with itself, this is [[ , ], ], this is
a three to one operation P⊗3

∗ → P∗, is not in the image of the string topology
construction. However, it is homologous to a chain that is. That’s what’s going to
save us.

I want to pick these things out in order to extend the construction to LD.
I was jealous that Gabe got to hide things, I got to hide things too: [Reveal of

picture, oohs and aahs]
If I look at [SD(0, 2, 1)]◦1 [SD(0, 2, 1)], and take the string topology construction

of that, it’s homologous to the composition of the bracket itself. Let me look here.
So starting here with one level, the diagrams look like three circles and two chords.
I’ve given them the structure of a torus bundle over a base space, and the torus is
keeping track of the input circle markings. I have an interval given by a parameter
for the ratio of the two distances between the endpoints on the circle that has two
points. There are three of these, so there are three intervals.

If I add levels, then the second chord, I can test its length, or the difference.
Either one could be bigger, so I attach two squares to each of these intervals. On the
poster everything is labeled and you can see why this is the identification. This is the
space that I talk about all the time. I love it so much, it’s really a compactification
of moduli space. The green is where the string topology construction is defined.
Here’s what I’m going to do. I’m going to extend ST to LD/ ∼.

We have the string topology defined for SD/ ∼. Let me locate the composition
on the left. Where is the composition? It’s the fiber over this picture: [Picture]
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This is the chain in the SD chain properad, this is homologous to the other thing.
The composition of the string bracket didn’t appear in the image. This wants
to give you the composition but doesn’t, and I can extend the string topology
construction. Then the string topology construction, I define at the boundary, to
the real composition.

Now the blue and the orange are homologous. Here’s the homology. Now I will
send that chain, the homology, to the homology between the composition of the
string bracket and the construction on the composition.

The main point of this part of the talk is being able to do this. Composition is
not respected, but it’s not that badly disrespected. I’ve made a choice, 123, so I
have two other choices and I can do this on all three parts.

Notice what we’ve done, we’ve extended the string topology construction, not to
every chain of LD, but in particular to the fundamental chain. This is something
that LD has that SD doesn’t. It’s a pseudomanifold. It has a fundamental chain
(and its boundary), and that’s where we’ve defined this extension. The procedure
for [LD(g, k, ℓ)/ ∼] is completely analogous. The [LD(g, k, ℓ)] themselves generate
a free properad with a differential here. You can see the compositions at the
boundary. I want to call this P, since I had the other P for the chain model. I’ll
call it PM̄. With you guys I can say that this is the properad from the compactified
moduli space.

Then, let me look at the map PM̄
ST
→ End(P∗), and this is a properad map.

Aren’t you so happy? That means we have a representation of this properad, it’s
an algebra over it. So PM̄ governs the gebraic structure we have for equivariant
homology of the loop space.

The example showed that we could get a properad map, but we get a little
more out of it too, because this compactified moduli space has nice properties.
Back to the example. Look at the string topology construction applied to the
fundamental chain [LD(0, 3, 1)/ ∼] I can look at the boundary of this in the hom
complex, D(ST ([LD(0, 3, 1)/ ∼])) is the Jacobi. So the bracket satisfies Jacobi up
to homotopy.

We can see that in higher g, k, ℓ we have a lot more. In general, each moduli space
is giving us some relation like that, a relation among the operations whose compo-
sitions we send the boundary to. In general, let X(g, k, l) be the operation from
the top chain, ST ([LD(g, k, l)]), then DX(g, k, ℓ) =

∑

X(g′, k′, ℓ′)◦n X(g′′, k′′, ℓ′′),
and if I write that X is a formal sum X =

∑

X(g, k, ℓ), and I can write this pretty
succinctly. Write ◦ =

∑

◦n, and then all of the relations together are the same
thing as saying DX = X ◦ X. This is then a solution to the master equation. A
solution to the master equation is giving us all the data at once, an infinite list of
operations and an infinite list of relations.

I’m over, but this was the special case, and I can tell you what to do in the
general case if anyone is interested. I stick in an extra cell, grout in the tiles, and I
still have a little boundary. So I draw some more diagrams, stick something in all
the holes. In the general case, I’ve filled most of the holes, not all of them, I think
if I just sit down, it’s done in the general case.

I was supposed to solve the master equation in my thesis. The term shouldn’t
be there, it doesn’t matter, but that’s where it is right now.

Thanks a lot. I hope you had a good week. We’ll be around, we’ll be at the bar.
We’ll find our way to Jupiter later. We have tea now.


